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Komait ABDALLAH, Les mosaïques romaines et byzantines de Syrie du Nord : La collection du
musée de Maarrat al-Nuʾman (Inventaire des mosaïques antiques de Syrie [I.M.A.S.] 3 ;
BAH 213), Beyrouth, Presses de l’Ifpo, 2018, 346 p., ISBN : 978-23-5159-748-4.
1 This important work provides a comprehensive catalogue of the Roman and Byzantine
mosaic pavements stored and exhibited at the Maarrat al-Nuʾman museum, situated on
the main road linking Hama and Aleppo. This is the third volume of the series that aims
to publish the mosaics from Syria 1. The author’s ambition is to present a collection of
31 mosaics  and dozens of  their  fragments  exhibited at  the museum arranged in an
Ottoman  khan  and  opened  for  the  public  in  1987,  and  to  reconstruct,  whenever
possible,  their architectural  context.  The mosaics come almost exclusively from the
region around Maarrat al-Nuʾman and from the Limestone Massif, so well-known for its
rural archaeological heritage dated mostly to the late antique period.
2 K. A.’s  examination  of  the  mosaics  in  a  pivotal  area  located  between  Apamea  and
Antioch  refines  our  understanding  of  the  region’s  history  and  culture,  particularly
workshops  responsible  for  interior  decoration.  Covering  three  centuries  of  mosaic
production, his book offers an exceptional view of the evolution of floor decorations
from the third to the sixth century AD, in the transition from Roman to late antique art,
with  a  special  emphasis  on  the  church  pavements  dated  to  the fourth  and  fifth
centuries.
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3 It is the reworked version of a Ph.D. thesis prepared by Komait Abdallah under the
supervision  of  François  Villeneuve  and  defended  in  2009  at  the  université  Paris I
Panthéon-Sorbonne.  Initial  part  of  the  book  contains  a  word  of  thanks  addressed
especially to all those Syrians who during the last years were saving the archaeological
heritage of Syria, often with the risk of life. Jean-Pierre Sodini rightly points out in his
preface that the rich material gathered by the author offers an unprecedented insight
into the regional artistic production, liturgy, and history of local communities living
around  their  churches.  In  the  following  pages,  Janine  Balty  pays  tribute  to  Kamal
Chéhadé, a former director of the museum at Maarrat al-Nuʾman, a man who greatly
contributed to the foundation of this important collection of mosaics, saving them from
imminent  danger  of  destruction  at  the  hand  of  looters  or  inevitable  demographic
expansion of rural and urban areas.
4 The  book  is  composed  of  three  main  parts.  Introductory  notes  present  briefly  the
geography and history of the region, but also the history of the museum itself and its
collection of mosaics. Part I (“Les mosaïques des édifices religieux,” p. 19-215) focuses
on the mosaic pavements of 18 buildings, mostly churches (17) and a monastery, but
also mosaics from two other unidentified churches and a tomb. Part II (“Les mosaïques
des édifices publics et domestiques,” p. 217-234) presents pavements once decorating a
bath  and  two  houses.  Part III  (“Les  mosaïques  issues  de  contextes  architecturaux
indéterminés,” p. 235-317) assembles samples coming from undetermined contexts and
26 fragments of mosaics found in the region of Maʾarat, then illegally transported to
Canada and recovered in 2002 by the Direction générale des antiquités et des musées
(DGAM).  The book is  also provided with an extremely useful  index of  sites  (also in
Arabic), an index of Greek and Syriac words, as well as technical terms referring mostly
to mosaics and churches.
5 The well-structured and exhaustive catalogue provides abundant  information about
the location of mosaics in the museum, their iconography, style, epigraphy, chronology
and architectural context. The description and identification of numerous geometrical
patterns are simplified by references to the standard repertory of motifs published by a
team of specialists gathered around Catherine Balmelle 2. The chronology of pavements
is  based  on  epigraphy  (if  inscriptions  provide  such  information)  or  stylistic
comparisons, greatly facilitated by the abundance of examples known from this part of
Syria. In this context we especially feel the lack of other elements of archaeological
evidence usually  associated with such discoveries,  e.g.  stratigraphy,  architecture  or
analysis of artefacts recovered during the excavation process. The patchy or uneven
evidence, as it happens often in Syrian archaeology, is compensated by dozens of black-
and-white and colour images, although the quality of some of them leaves a little bit to
be desired.
6 For  anyone who appreciates  the  value  of  ancient  mosaic  pavements  as  a  historical
source, this book will come as welcome assistance. K. A. should be highly commended
for undertaking the uneasy task of assembling and analysing mosaics coming from a
region so well defined geographically and chronologically. Facing for so many years a
tragic loss of lives in Syria,  we also witness the massive annihilation of its  cultural
heritage. Thus, any attempt to save from oblivion the material traces of a human past
should be welcomed with gratitude. We need more inventories of well-dated artefacts
coming  from  credible  contexts,  to  follow  up  in  an  accurate  way  their  typology,
evolution and attribution to different workshops.
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7 The majority of mosaics presented in the book is published for the first time in such a
comprehensive and exhaustive way; some were known only through short mentions. It
broadens  considerably  our  knowledge  about  late  antique  church  architecture  and
liturgy in Northern Syria.  K. A. publishes previously unknown drawings of churches
found  in  the  DGAM  archives  (church  at  Tell  ʾAr,  p. 178)  or  reconstructs  plans  of
buildings  otherwise  unknown  and  damaged  in  illicit  excavations  (church  at
Altamaniʾah, p. 33; church at Maʾarrata, p. 132).
8 People from the past speak to us through the iconography of ancient mosaics. The new
evidence from Maarrat al-Numʾan generally confirms opinions expressed already for
late  antique  Northern  Syria  by  Doro  Levi,  Janine  Balty  and Pauline  Donceel-Voûte.
Strikingly,  the  repertoire  is  dominated  by  geometrical  patterns,  especially  in  early
examples  dated  to  the  fourth-early  fifth  century.  Animal  motifs  appear  in  later
examples dated to the fifth and sixth centuries (p. 319-321). The author makes accurate,
well-balanced observations concerning their style. The descriptions of mosaics are not
overloaded with unnecessary details and presented separately from the interpretation
pertaining e.g. to symbolic value of different motifs or the whole composition. Among
the most unusual motifs previously unknown in Syria, we should note the exceptional
representation of the Capitoline wolf with Remus and Romulus from the mosaic in the
monastery at Frikya (p. 61).
9 In  many  cases,  the  mosaics  are  dated  thanks  to  the  inscriptions  detailing  their
chronology,  donors,  mosaicists,  clergy  (presbiters,  deacons,  deaconess,  periodeutai),
functions of the buildings or their dedication (e.g. rare dedication to the apostles in Tell
ʾAr’s  church  ,  p. 183).  The  epigraphic  evidence  is  mostly  in  Greek,  but  Syriac
inscriptions  are  also  present.  We  may  note  an  interesting  association  of  the  word
basilica with photisterion (p. 50, 53), used to describe a spacious room associated with the
rite of baptism. Epigraphy allows also to narrow our iconographical observations, since
several mosaics are closely related to each other, like the striking example of mosaics
from a baptistery at Bsaqle, the church at Khirbet Mouqa and the cathedral of Hama, all
executed  between AD 389/390  and 417  (p. 56),  or  the  mosaics  from the  churches  at
Maarrat Bitar, Rayan and Houarte (third quarter of the fifth century) [p. 117]. Another
inscription describes an interesting case of late antique euergetism in Syria. The house
of Firminos and John had been offered to Antoninos the archimandrite in order to
transform  it  into  a  dispensary,  and  finally  paved  with  a  mosaic  by  yet  another
archimandrite Paul in AD 511/512 (p. 59-63).
10 Even the  greatest  works  have  their  shortcomings.  A  map of  the  region  with  exact
location of sites mentioned in the text would immensely facilitate the lecture of the
book.  Although I  understand the  circumstances  in which the  mosaics  were  usually
found, the technique of execution, especially the material used to produce tesserae, are
only briefly mentioned and I feel rather poorly informed in this regard. Perhaps, in the
future, if the situation will allow it, samples from the mosaics could be analysed and a
petrographic identification of their provenance performed. But even now we can safely
guess  that  local  limestone  constituted  the  most  obvious  choice  of  mosaicists.  Also,
information  about  density  of  mosaic  cubes  per  square  decimeter  would  help  to
objectify the description of pavements in regard to their quality.
11 There are some minor errors that can affect the reading. A certain inconsistency in
presenting the dimensions of mosaics or the mosaic cubes is sometimes misleading.
Tesserae of  the  mosaic  from  Alqassabiat  (p. 25)  are  rather  8 mm × 12 mm,  and  not
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80 mm × 120 mm. Similar errors affect the mosaics from Maarrat Zeta (p. 127), Oum Nir
al-Qouble (p. 163), Tell Khanzir (p. 207). Some dimensions of the cubes are given in a
reverse way like on p. 214: “Les cubes sont en calcaire, de 90 cm de côté en moyenne.”
The  dimensions  of  the  mosaic  on  p. 243  were  wrongly  given as  200 m × 190 m,  and
captions  to  figures 2  and 5  (p. 285)  are  reversed.  In  general,  the  discontinuous
numbering of the images used in the publication is simply uncomfortable, especially in
case of citation.
12 A  postscript  is  necessary.  In  June  2015,  Maarrat  al-Nuʾman’s  museum  was  badly
damaged during a bombing. Several mosaic panels were hit by shrapnels but most of
the collection was safe. What a strange idea to deal with ancient mosaics when the
world around is falling apart. And yet, it is a right time for such a publication, for the
conflict in Syria one day will be over and citizens of Syria will still and even more have
need of their past.
NOTES
1. Previously  were  published:  J. BALTY,  La  mosaïque  de  Sarrîn  (Osrhoène) [I.M.A.S. 1;
BAH 140], Paris, Geuthner, 1990; J. BALTY, Les mosaïques des maisons de Palmyre (I.M.A.S. 2;
BAH 206), Beyrouth, Presses de l’Ifpo, 2014.
2. C.  BALMELLE et  al.,  Le  décor  géométrique  de  la  mosaïque  romaine,  Paris,  Picard,  vol. I:
Répertoire  graphique  et  descriptif  des  compositions  linéaires  et  isotropes,  1985,  and vol. II:
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